Improving Road
Safety Outcomes

Serious road
trauma in NZ

377 people died on New Zealand roads in 2018
and countless more were injured

Most of these deaths were
preventable
One person dies and 8 people are seriously
injured on roads in New Zealand everyday

NZ is a poor
performer –
we can learn
from the
leaders
•

New Zealand’s fatality rate increased
from 5.7 in 2013 to 8.0 in 2018

•

Norway continues to have one of the
lowest fatality rates in the world. If NZ
had the same fatality rate as Norway,
road deaths in 2017 would have been
about 120 – meaning 259 lives saved
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•

We were headed in the right direction

•

40% reduction from 2007 to 2013

•

Lowest annual road toll (253) in 2013

•

50% increase since 2013

•

2018 highest total since 2010

•

12 month total at 9 Jan 2019 = 379
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Trends within road user groups

• Fatalities +50%

• Majority are vehicle drivers and
passengers

• Deaths and serious injuries
(DSIs) +34%
• Hospitalisations +25%
• ACC claims +48%

oseas

• 14% motorcyclists, but 3% of traffic
• High profile groups often small
proportions

Population and fleet trends, indexed to
2013=1000

Casualties
are increasing
much faster
than
population
trends
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We
understand
the factors
behind road
trauma

We have a good understanding of factors that lead to
crashes:

•

drivers/riders impaired by alcohol, drugs, fatigue

•

drivers/riders distracted by cellphones, passengers

•

too fast for conditions

•

state of the road or weather

•

inexperience

But what causes crashes is often not what causes harm.
The severity of crashes is influenced by:
• vehicle and roadside safety features
• vehicle mismatch and user vulnerability
• collision speed

Vehicle
mass makes
a difference

Fleet Size
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• 26% of car vs truck crashes resulted in
death or serious injury
• 14% of car vs car crashes resulted in death
or serious injury
• 7% of car vs truck crashes resulted in death
• 1.5% of car vs car crashes resulted in death

232 million more SH vkt
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Speed
makes a big
difference

KE = ½ m v 2
In 50km/h zones, 16% of crashes were fatal/serious,
compared with 27% in 100km/h zones

Vehicle
crash
worthiness
makes a big
difference

Vehicle Safety Rating for Occupants in Death and Serious
Injury Crashes

People are at least 90%
more likely to be killed or
seriously injured in a 1 star
than in a 5 star vehicle
•
•

45% of the light fleet is 1 or 2 star vehicles – but accounts for 66% of occupant DSIs
81% of DSIs for young occupants are in 1 and 2 star cars – the perfect storm of high risk
users in high risk vehicles

Motorcycles
make a
difference

Licensed motorcycles and mopeds
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Crashes involving motorcycles are more severe

72000

• 38% of reported motorcyclist casualties were
fatal/serious, compared to 19% of nonmotorcyclist casualties

68000

• Motorcycle numbers increased by 9,960 (+14%),
and reported fatal/serious motorcycle casualties
increased from 410 to 550 per year (+33%)

• Motorcyclist hospitalisations increased by 27%
and ACC claims increased by 33%
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Seatbelts
make a
difference

Vehicle occupants killed not wearing
seatbelts
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Injuries in crashes when not wearing seatbelts are
more severe
• Long-established research shows a 40% lower
chance of being killed in a crash when using a
seatbelt
• Vast majority of New Zealanders (95%+) wear their
seatbelts
• Nevertheless, in recent years the number of vehicle
occupants killed while not wearing their seatbelts has
increased from 50-60 per year to around 100
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Road quality
makes a big
difference

Casualties on 1 and 2
star roads are more
severe

•
•

More than 90% of state highways are 1, 2 or 3 star roads
Around two thirds of travel on state highways occurs on 1, 2 or 3 star roads

GPS 2018

• The GPS guides investment in land
transport over the next 10 years
• It sets strategic direction based on four
key priorities:
• Safety
• Access
• Environment
• Value or money

Safety in
GPS 2018

• reflects a significant increase in the
level of ambition
• signals a greater focus on investing in
safety improvements on high risk state
highways and local roads
• drives improvements in safety outcomes
for all road users

Improving safety

Safe Network Programme
To deliver increased levels of safety in our transport system
through a range of safety investments, focused on engagement
with partners, with nationally developed tools to identify safety
problems, coupled with quicker approvals processes and
standard interventions to expedite delivery.
•

Make the country’s highest risk roads safer

•

Three-year state highways and local roads programme
estimated at $1.4 billion

•

Three components:
•

Roads and roadsides improvements

•

Speed management

•

Level crossing improvements

Streamlining road safety investment
The streamlined investment pathway and standard safety intervention toolkit has been developed to
make it easier and quicker to deliver safety focused projects that reduce road trauma.

Indicative treatment type and level of investment
estimated during programme development

Looking into the future
Self driving cars will help avoid serious crashes in the future, but they aren’t expected to make
a marked difference in NZ in the next 20 years. Driver assist technologies, such as ESC and
AEB, offer much promise in the interim.

Looking into the future
•

•

Haratsis (2017) expects that by 2025 AVs will be an aspirational commodity, and
commonplace on Australian roads. Level 4 automation will be entrenched into society, and
by 2035 over 80% of new vehicles sold will be AVs.
An alternate view by Litman (2017) suggests that if AV implementation follows the patterns
of other vehicle technologies it will take one to three decades to dominate vehicle sales,
plus one or two more decades to dominate vehicle travel.

Looking into the future
•

•

•

Haratsis (2017) expects that by 2025 AVs will be an aspirational commodity, and
commonplace on Australian roads. Level 4 automation will be entrenched into society, and
by 2035 over 80% of new vehicles sold will be AVs.
An alternate view by Litman (2017) suggests that if AV implementation follows the patterns
of other vehicle technologies it will take one to three decades to dominate vehicle sales,
plus one or two more decades to dominate vehicle travel.
Another alternate view is that as late as 2025, it is predicted that 17% of new vehicles sold
will contain no automated technology, while another 79% will have Level 3, 4 or 5
automated technologies. This suggests that full AVs are a long way off for a host of
reasons, including legislation, liability, and the complexities and costs associated with the
technology (Chappell, 2017).

Austroads Project

Looking into the future

Projected annual savings in fatal and serious injury crashes:

Total FSI Crash Savings = 315-510; Equates to 13%-20% of FSI crashes when fleet is 100% fitted (2040+)
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